
191406/DPP– Review against refusal of planning permission 
for:

“Formation of driveway”

at: 90 Polwarth Road, Aberdeen
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Reasons for Decision

• Road safety: driveway of insufficient depth to allow for parking at right-angle to 
the road without vehicles overhanging the pavement, contrary to requirements 
of Transport and Accessibility SG. If vehicles parked parallel to the road, 
visibility would not be adequate on exiting driveway.

• Amenity: Removal of front garden and loss of enclosure would be detrimental 
to character and visual amenity of surrounding area, in conflict with policies D1 
(Quality Placemaking by Design) and H1 (Residential Areas)

• Loss of on-street parking: Proposal result in loss of up to 3 public on-street 
spaces. Decision notice highlights lack of off-street parking for 4-in-a-block 
properties on south side of Polwarth Road (and consequent reliance on on-
street spaces), and identifies conflict with Transport and Accessibility SG.

• Precedent: Highlights potential cumulative effect of similar proposals in terms 
of impact on pedestrian safety, removal of on-street spaces in an area of high 
demand and visual/amenity impact arising from loss of front gardens.
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Examples cited by applicant: Locations



Policy H1 (Residential Areas)

• Is this overdevelopment?

• Would it have an ‘unacceptable impact 
on the character and amenity’ of the 
area?

• Would it result in the loss of open 
space?

• Does it comply with Supplementary 
Guidance? 



Transport and Accessibility Guidance 

• “Where the creation of a driveway with one parking space will lead to the loss of an on-
street parking space driveway permission will not generally be granted due to the loss 
of amenity space for all residents on the street.”

• “Where the building is in multiple ownership, the formation of an access driveway for 
one or more owners should not result in any of the remaining owners having no 
opportunity to park in the street adjacent to their property.”

• “Consent will not normally be granted for parking in garden areas in front of tenement 
flats.”

o “tenement” means a building or a part of a building which comprises two 
related flats which, or more than two such flats at least two of which—
o (a) are, or are designed to be, in separate ownership; and
o (b) are divided from each other horizontally,

Tenements (Scotland) Act 2004

• Driveways should be min. 15m from a junction (10m acceptable in some intances)
• Should be of min. 6m length and 3m width
• Should be internally drained – not discharging water to road



Policy D1 (Quality Placemaking by Design)

• Does the proposal represent a high 
standard of design and have strong and 
distinctive sense of place?



Points for Consideration:

Zoning: Does the proposal comply with the tests set out in policy H1 
(Residential Areas)?

Design: Is the proposal of sufficient design quality (D1) - having regard for 
factors such as scale, siting, footprint, proportions relative to original, 
materials, colour etc? 

Does it accord with the criteria set out for new driveways in the ‘Transport 
and Accessibility’ Supplementary Guidance?

1. Does the proposal comply with the Development Plan when considered 
as a whole? 

2. Do other material considerations weigh in favour of approval or refusal? 

Decision – state clear reasons for decision

Conditions? (if approved – Planning Adviser can assist)


